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[57] ABSTRACT 

The isotopes of a gas are separated by using a circularly 
polarized laser to excite a lower energy level to higher 
split intermediate energy levels, a second laser pulse of 
the same circular polarization is applied to said ener-
gized gas at a time -rr/Atu where irk is the frequency 
splitting of the intermediate levels, to excite said ex-
cited intermediate levels to a higher energy level where 
an ionizing field ionizes the atoms or molecules in the 
higher level so that they may be separated from the 
un-ionized atoms or molecules of the other isotope. 

12 Claims, 7 Drawing figures 
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Other objects, features and advantages of the inven-
ISOTOPE SELECTIVE EXCITATION AND tion will be apparent from the following detailed de-

SEPARATION METHOD AND APPARATUS scription of a preferred embodiments thereof taken in 
UTILIZING CIRCULARLY POLARIZED PULSED conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which: 

RADIATION 5 
The invention herein described was made in the 

course of work performed under contracts with the FIG. 1(a) shows schematically a system of sublevels 
Department of the Air Force, Office of Scientific Re- in the (I,J,F,M/) representation, 
search, and the Department of the Army, Army Elec- FIG. 1 (b) gives the same levels as in FIG. 1(a) in the 
tronics command agencies of the United States Gov- 10 degenerate (1,J,M/,M7).representation. 
ernment. FIG. 2(a) is a block design representation of a pre-

This invention relates to apparatus and method of ferred embodiment of this invention, 
separation of different isotopes of the same element in FIG. 2(b) is a detailed drawing of the variable delay 
a simple and efficient manner. unit of FIG. 2(a). 

1 5 FIG. 2(c) is a timing diagram showing the sequence 
of laser pulses and electric field pulse. 

The literature on previous attempts at isotope separa- FIG. 3(a) shows schematically a system of sublevels 
tion is quite extensive. The present methods in produc- in the (I,J,F,M/) representation for relevant sodium 
tion center on the extremely costly and inefficient dif- energy levels. 
fusion process. This process is only viable in very large 2 0 FIG. 3(b) shows the same levels as in FIG. 3(a) in the 
scale installations. degenerate (I,J,M/,M>) representation. 

Recently, a number of proposals for using lasers to 
separate isotopes have appeared. They include fre-
quency selective excitation of one isotope-shifted tran- The central aspect of the invention is the successive 
sition. The excited species can then be swept out of the 2 5 excitation of the atoms or molecules by two pulsed 
interaction region by chemical or ionization processes. lasers having the same sense or handedness of circular 
These techniques require narrow-banded lasers, stabi- polarization. The first laser pulse creates a coherent 
lized to distinguish in frequency between very closely superposition state in an intermediate level. The sec-
spaced levels. These requirements often prevent very ond laser pulse serves to excite selectively atoms or 
high powered or efficient systems required for produc- molecules prepared in this superposition state to a 
tion applications. higher level. The critical conceptual aspect of this tech-

Another suggested method using lasers involves de- nique centers around the first step — creation of the 
flection of one isotope vs. another in an atomic or coherent superposition state. Therefore, a detailed 
molecular beam using the momentum transfer from ^ description of this step is useful, 
resonantly absorbed laser light. Again, these tech- FIG. 1(a) shows schematically a particular system of 
niques require a very narrow-banded laser, good stabil- sublevels in the (I,J,F,M/) representation. Levels a and 
ity, and, in addition, an atomic beam apparatus which b are split Ao> by the hyperfine interaction. Laser 1 of 
generally means a lower density of atoms, than, say, a FIG. 2 excites a coherent superposition from level g to 
gas cell. 4 0 levels a and b; laser 2 causes transitions from this super-

It is an object of the invention herein described to position to a higher level k. 
provide apparatus and method for selective excitation Consider the first pulsed laser exciting an atomic or 
of one particular isotope into a state where it can molecular level which has a frequency splitting A<o (see 
readily be swept out and collected, in particular by FIG. 1(a) ). For example, this splitting can be due to 
ionization. It is a process employing pulsed lasers where 4 5 fine structure or hyperfine structure. The splitting 
the primary requirement is to have reasonably short could also be externally induced by electric or mag-
pulses — microsecond or nanosecond regime depend- netic fields or other perturbations. If the laser pulse is 
ing upon the atomic or molecular species involved short enough, At<2ir/Ao), each photon has Fourier 
same delay between pulses, and the same handedness frequency components over a frequency range larger 
of circular polarization. A comparatively gross timing 5q than A<u and it creates an excited state that is a coher-
and stability is all that is required of the lasers, far less ent superposition of states a and b. Optimally, the cen-
stringent constrictions than for other laser techniques. ter frequency of the laser should be within 2ir/Af of the 

Typically, transition linewidths are tens to hundreds frequencies corresponding to the energy differences of 
of MHz wide. (3 x 104 MHz = 1cm"1 in Energy) Iso- the averge energy of a and b. When this optical fre-
tope shifts of spectral lines are typically hundreds to 55 quency is used, the Fourier power spectrum is centered 
about a thousand MHz. Thus the other techniques about the frequency separation of the levels to be ex-
require lasers narrower than these isotope shifts and cited. The center frequency of the laser is not critical 
stabilized to wander at most one linewidth. In the pre- and it is apparent that photons centered about frequen-
sent technique, typical laser linewidths and jitters of cies greater than IrrlAt can still contribute to creating 
tens of thousands of MHz (and sometimes more) are 60 coherent superposition states of a and b because of the 
allowable. This permits more powerful laser systems to wide spectrum of a short pulse, 
be used. The laser technology exists and is well- FIG. 1(b) gives the same levels in the degenerate 
developed. The method is quite efficient and especially (I,J,M/,My) representation. Here U,,V,, and W, have 
adaptable to large scale production because of its sim- M^ = —Vz: LY, V2, and W2 have Mj = +Vz. The incoming 
plicity. It must be emphasized again that this process 65 photons are right-hand circularly polarized and thus 
can be applied to either atomic or molecular species — each must cause Mj to increase by one. Thus excitation 
whichever is more efficient for the isotope to be sepa- of the uppermost state is only possible when the inter-
rated. mediate state has some "Vrlike" character. 
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At this point , a brief discussion of these d i f fe ren t of the 3pw s tate respectively; k's a re sublevels of high-
ways of represent ing the same q u a n t u m states may be lying ns # levels. Since all levels involved have J = Vz, 
useful in unders tanding the principle of opera t ion of each sublevel system in the degenera te representa t ion 
this invention. In the case of hyperf ine s t ruc ture , the looks similar t o FIG. 3(b). 
total electron angular momentum J, interacts with the 5 In the case of the 3p^level of sodium, the frequency 
nuclear spin, I, and splits a particular energy level into splitting between the F = 2 and F = 1 states is 200 MHz. 
several levels each characterized by a different magni- This means that the laser pulses should be shorter than 
tude of the total angular momentum F* = / + f . In the 5n sec. and the time between pulses, t=7T/AW, should be 
case of J—V2, shown in FIG. 1(b), the quantum number approximately 2Vz n sec. 
corresponding to F*can have the two values F = I±Vz. 10 It must be emphasized that these examples where J = 
The states are described by the principal quantum lA for all levels are just simple cases of the isotope 
number n and the quantum numbers I, J, F and mF, separation method. The method is valid for a wide 
where the latter corresponds to the projection of F onto variety of more complex level structures. In particular, 
a particular axis in space, Fe. However, the states can for example, any atom or molecule with hyperfine split-
equally well be expressed in terms of n, I, J, rn, and nij. 15 ting (any 1 and J) will exhibit similar resonance oscilla-
Here the last two are the quentum numbers of and JZ. tion and be subject to selective excitation versus an 
These two different, but equivalent descriptions are isotopically different species. 
possible because F is simply the vector sum of I and J. It must be noted that in the above discussion both 

For the J=Vz case, level a corresponds to F = / + Ms lasers could have been left-hand circularly polarized 
and b to F=I— lA, each with the same mF. Levels a and 20 and the superposition state been all "V,-like" at t=Q. 
b are linear combinations of levels Vi and V2, V, and V2 What is important is that both lasers have the same 
have mj = +Vz, m, = mF — Vz and mj = — Vz, mr — mF = sense of circular polarization for maximum excitation 
Vz respectively. of the upper-most level. 

Similarly, the g level of FIG. 1 (a ) is a lower level with 'Typ ica l ly a toms ( o r molecules conta ining such 
m'F = mF— 1, and g is a l inear combina t ion of degener- 25 a toms) of odd a tomic weight (as U2 3 5) have hyperf ine 
ate levels U , and U2 . U, has mj~—Vz, m, — m'F—Vz and s t ructure as discussed above. Fo r the even isotope (say 
U2 has rrij = -H6, m, — m'F +V2. U238) where there is n o hyperf ine s t ruc ture , the re is n o 

If the laser is r ight-hand circularly polar ized, the only resonance oscillation, hence the secod rhcp laser pulse 
excitation between the lower level and the in termedia te is much less likely t o excite to the high-lying level. In 
level occurs be tween U, and V2 . 30 the J=Vz case, a high-lying state is no t popula ted at all 

FIG. 1(b) shows tha t if we p repare the superposi t ion for the even isotope. Thus by simply pract ic ing this 
states at t=0 with right-hand circularly polar ized ( rhcp ) invention, the odd isotope can be exci ted and separa ted 
light, it is all "V 2 - l i ke" in charac ter . This follows be- f r om the even isotope. 
cause absorpt ion of rhcp light increases rrij by 1 ac- T h e re sonance oscillation me thod has been descr ibed 
cording to selection rules. As the state evolves freely in 35 for t he case of one isotope having s t ruc ture while the 
t ime, a f te r the laser pulse has been t e rmina ted , V, o ther isotope doesn ' t . In fac t , the m e t h o d is more gen-
c o m p o n e n t build ups by a t ransfer f r o m level V 2 until it eral and can be used to separa te isotopes even if bo th 
reaches a maximum at /=7tAw. In fac t , the a m o u n t of have s t ructure . In this lat ter case, t he splitting of o n e 
V, oscillates with a per iod of Y = 2tt/A&), exactly the isotope (Aw,) , is a lmost always d i f fe ren t f r o m tha t of 
character is t ic per iod of the f requency splitting Aw. This 40 another (Aa^) . Thus the t ime of appl icat ion of the 
is called " r e sonance osci l lat ion". second laser pulse can b e adjusted for max imum excita-

A second laser pulse, also with rhcp and incident on tion of jus t one isotope. In par t icular , if isotope 1 is to 
the system at /=7r/A<w can excite a toms o u t of the super- be exci ted, the opt imal t ime t of appl icat ion of the 
position state into a high-lying level k. second laser pulse is t = -tt/Aw, . Similarly, fo r opt imal 

T h e level k of FIG. 1 (a ) is an uppe r level with mF" - 45 excitat ion of the second isotope, t = 7r/Aoj2 . In these 
m'F —1 and A: is a linear combina t ion of degenera te cases selectivity in excitat ion occurs because the opti-
levels w1 and w2. w, has an mj = —Vz, m, = m"F +Vz and mal exci tat ion t ime for o n e isotope differs f r o m tha t of 
w2 has mj = 4-Va, trij = mr " +Vz. If the laser is r ight-hand the o ther — and thus they a re exci ted to the highest 
circularly polarized, the excitat ion occurs be tween the state with di f ferent probabili t ies, 
in te rmedia te level vx, and the upper level w2. A toms in 50 In all these cases, t he desired isotope can ei ther be 
this high-lying level can now be ionized easily (several the one selectively exci ted and swept out by an ion 
hundred volts/cm electr ic f ields) , then swept out and collector or the one remaining in the interact ion re-
col lected efficiently by electr ic fields. gion. 

J ^ l S ^ ^ d f M S S S S 55 EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION 
densities of atoms (or molecules). The only restriction FIG. 2 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the 
on a cell are the destruction of high-lying states by invention. Lasers 1 and 2 are pumped by the same laser 
collisions—this should only begin to be important at 3 — as for example two pulsed dye lasers 1, 2 pumped 
higher pressures than typical in atomic beams. by the same pulsed nitrogen laser 3. The output of laser 

An example of this phenomenon is in exciting Na23" 60 3 is divided in beam splitter 8, One beam 9 pumps laser 
(/=3/2). FIG. 3 shows the relevant sodium energy-lev- 1. The other beam 10 is reflected by mirror 11 before 
els in the F representation (FIG. 3(a) ) and schemati- pumping laser 2. Laser 2 is delayed in a variable delay 
cally in the degenerate representation (FIG.. 3(B) ). unit 4 with respect to laser 1 by bouncing off movable 
Theoretical understanding of this real case lies in real- mirrors 5, 6 of variable separation as shown by direc-
izing that it consists of several g —» a,b, -* k sublevels 65 tion arrows 7 in FIG. 2(b). Mirror 12 reflects the beam 
systems as discussed above and as shown in FIG. 1. In of laser 1 into variable delay unit 4 where it is merely 
the sodium case; g's are sublevels of the 3 g r o u n d redirected by mirror 13 to impinge upon the atoms or 
state; a and b are sublevels of the F = 2 and F = 1 levels molecules 14 in chamber IS. The output of laser 1 and 
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2 are circularly polarized by polarizer 16. The polarizer 
16 may be either right or left hand polarizers so long as 
both are the same. 

The laser 3 is triggered in a conventional manner by 
a pulse source 17 which produces a continuous train of 5 
pulses. The pulses from source 17 are also provided to 
a delay unit 19 to provide a delay t' which is greater 
than the delay t = 7r/Aa> of the pulse from laser 2. The 
delayed pulse triggers a pulsed voltage source 20 which 
provides an ionizing voltage ,+V between plates 21, 22. 10 
The space between these plates 21, 22 contains a gas 
which has been energized by lasers 1, 2. The ions are 
also given an acceleration toward plate 22 by the ioniz-
ing voltage so that they pass through the screen 23 
which forms a major portion of plate 22. An ion collec- 15 
tor 18 connected to a negative voltage source 24 col-
lects the ion which pass through the screen 23 to pro-
vide substantially only one isotope at output 25 
whereas the remainder of the gas exits at output 26. 
Enclosure 15 is provided with input gas at input 27. 20 

FIG. 2(c) shows the timing sequence of the laser 
pulses and the ionizing electric field pulse. The pulse 
duration of laser 1 at time t=0 is optimally considerably 
shorter than 27r/Aco. The pulse duration of laser 1 at 
time f=0 is optimally considerably shorter than 2tt/Ao). 25 
This assures a high degree of coherence in the superpo-
sition state. The duration of laser pulse 2 is also opti-
mally much shorter than 2ir/Aw. This allows maximum 
selectivity of excitation from the superposition state at 
tirpe /=7r/A&). The ionizing electric field pulse prefer- 30 
ably closely follows the pulse from laser 2 in order to 
minimize the period and hence allow a higher repeti-
tion rate. 

Although in the preferred embodiment the ion creat-
ing electric field is a pulsed source which was energized 35 
after the second laser radiation was terminated, it is 
apparent that an alternate embodiment of the invention 
is one in which the electric field is continuously ap-
plied. A feature of this embodiment is that the ioniza-
tion voltage produces a change in the frequency sepa- 40 
ration of the levels and causes additional energy levels. 
The perturbations in the energy levels of the gas be-
cause of the continuously applied ionizing field can be 
avoided if the pulsed ionizing field is applied after the 
second laser pulse since there are no perturbations in 45 
the absence of the ionizing field. 

Although the second laser pulse has been described 
as being applied at a time 7r/Aa> after the first laser 
pulse, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that 
since the amount of V, oscillates with a period of Y = 50 
27r/Aw that the second pulse could be applied at times 
wr/Aw where n = 1,3,5 . . . . 

Although the invention has been described in an 
embodiment using two separate lasers it will be appar-
ent to those skilled in the art that if the frequency cor- 55 
responding to the difference of the first and second 
energy levels is close to that of difference of the second 
and third energy levels, the two lasers may be replaced 
by only one laser whose circularly polarized beam is 
split in a beam splitter to provide two beams corre- 60 
sponding to the beams from lasers 1 and 2. One beam, 
corresponding to that of laser 2, is delayed in variable 
delay unit 4 of FIG. 2. The apparatus otherwise is the 
same as that of FIG. 2. 

It is evident that those skilled in the art, once given 65 
the benefit of the foregoing disclosure, may now make 
numerous other uses and modifications of, and depar-
tures from the specific embodiments described herein 
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without departing from the inventive concepts. Conse-
quently, the invention is to be construed as embracing 
each and every novel feature and novel combination of 
features present in, or possessed by, the apparatus and 
techniques herein disclosed and limited solely by the 
scope and spirit of the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for selectively populating high-lying 

excited states of atoms or molecules comprising 
energizing said atoms or molecules with a first circu-

larly polarized pulsed radiation, the coherent fre-
quency components of said first pulsed radiation 
have frequencies corresponding to the energy dif-
ference between a lower energy level and the fre-
quency split levels of an intermediate energy level, 
the duration of said pulse being less than 27r/Aw, 
where Aa> is the frequency difference of the spit 
levels, 

applying a second circularly polarized pulsed radia-
tion energization to said atoms or molecules for a 
time subsequent to the termination of said first 
radiation, the coherent frequency components of 
said second pulsed radiation have frequencies cor-
responding to the energy difference between the 
split levels of said intermediate energy level and an 
upper energy level, the duration of said second 
pulse being less than 2tt/Ao), 

the first and second radiation have the same handed-
ness of circular polarization, 

whereby said upper energy level has a greater popu-
lation than prior to energization by said first and 
second radiation pulses. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said first radiation 
is produced by a laser and said second radiation is 
produced by the same laser, the second radiation trav-
eling over a longer path than the first radiation to pro-
duce a time delayed second radiation. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein said first pulsed 
radiation is produced by one laser and said second 
pulsed radiation is produced by a second laser delayed 
in time. 

4. A method for separating different isotopes of the 
same atom or molecules comprising 

energizing said atoms or molecules with a first circu-
larly polarized pulsed radiation, the coherent fre-
quency components of said first pulsed radiation 
have frequencies corresonding to die energy differ-
ence between a lower energy level and the fre-
quency split levels of an intermediate energy level, 
the duration of said pulse being less than 2Tr/At<> 
where Aw is the frequency difference of the split 
levels, 

applying a second circularly polarized pulsed radia-
tion energization to said atoms or molecules for a 
time subsequent to the termination of said first 
radiation, the coherent frequency components of 
said second pulsed radiation have frequencies cor-
responding to the energy difference between the 
split levels of said intermediate energy level and an 
upper energy level, the duration of said second 
pulse being less than 2ir/Aft>, 

the first and second radiation have the same handed-
ness of circular polarization, 

applying an electric field to the energized atoms or 
molecules subsequent to the second radiation to 
ionize said high level atoms or molecules, 
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separating said ionizing atoms or molecules of one 
isotope from the un-ionized atoms or molecules of 
the other isotope. 

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the time at which 
the second radiation is applied is approximately ir/Aw 5 

seconds after said first laser radiation is applied. 
6. The method of claim 1 wherein the duration of the 

first and second laser pulses and the time interval be-
tween them are those values which result in the largest 1 0 

population of the high energy level. 
7. Apparatus for selectively populating high-lying 

excited states of atoms or molecules comprising 
means for energizing said atoms or molecules with a 

first circularly polarized pulsed radiation, the co- 15 
herent frequency components of said first pulsed 
radiation have frequencies corresponding to the 
energy difference between a lower energy level and 
the frequency split levels of an intermediate energy 
level, the duration of said pulse being less than 
2ir/A(o, where Aw is the frequency difference of the 
split levels, 

means for applying circularly polarized pulsed radia-
tion energization to said atoms or molecules for a 25 
time subsequent to the termination of said first 
radiation, the coherent frequency components of 
said second pulsed radiation have frequencies cor-
responding to the energy difference between the 
split levels of said intermediate energy level and an 3 0 

upper energy level, the duration of said second 
pulse being less than 27r/Aa>, 

the first and second radiation have the same handed-
ness of circular polarization, 3 5 

whereby said upper energy level has a greater popu-
lation than prior to energization by said first and 
second radiation pulses. 

8. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein said first radia-
tion energizing means is a laser and said second radia- 40 
tion energizing means is the same laser, the second 

radiation traveling over a longer path than the first 
radiation to produce a time delayed second radiation. 

9. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein said first pulsed 
radiation energizing means is one laser and said second 
pulsed radiation energizing means is a second laser. 

10. Apparatus for separating different isotopes of the 
same atom or molecule comprising 

means for energizing said atoms or molecules with a 
first circularly polarized pulsed radiation, the co-
herent frequency components of said first pulsed 
radiation have frequencies corresponding to the 
energy difference between a lower energy level and 
the frequency split levels of an intermediate energy 
level, the duration of said pulse being less than 
2 7 t / A o i where Aot is the frequency difference of the 
split levels, 

means for applying a second circularly polarized 
pulsed radiation energization to said atoms or mol-
ecules for a time subsequent to the termination of 
said first radiation, the coherent frequency compo1 

nents of said second pulsed radiation have frequen-
cies corresponding to the energy difference be-
tween the split levels of said intermediate energy 
level and an upper energy level, the duration of 
said second pulse being less than 2tt/A(d, 

the first and second radiation have the same handed-
ness of circular polarization, 

means for applying an electric field to the energized 
atoms or molecules subsequent to the second radi-
ation to ionize said high level atoms or molecules, 

means for separating said ionized atoms or molecules 
of one isotope from the un-ionized atoms or mole-
cules of the other isotope. 

11. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein the time at 
which the second radiation is applied is approximately 
7t/A<o seconds after said first laser radiation is applied. 

12. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein the duration of 
the first and second laser pulses and the time interval 
between them are those values which result in the larg-
est population of the high energy level. 
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